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Edge flames were investigated in a methane/O2/N2 counterflow diffusion flame burner. In a typical
experiment, a stable counterflow diffusion flame in an axysymmetric configuration was perturbed by low-
ering the relevant Damköhler number slightly below the extinction value, Daext. As a result, the flame
extinguished in the vicinity of the burner axis where conditions were uniform. An edge flame extinction

front quickly propagated in the radial direction, turned into an ignition edge flame, and eventually stabilized
as a standing triple flame at a radial position larger than the burner radius. This sequence of events resulted
from an increase of Da as a function of the radial direction, consequent to a decrease in the strain rate in
the radial direction. The edge flame propagation velocity in the ignition mode was measured for propa-
gating edge flames at moderate Da and for standing triple flames at large Da, using a combination of laser
Doppler velocimetry of seeded particles, formaldehyde planar laser-induced fluorescence, and natural
chemiluminescence imaging. The propagation velocity, nondimensionalized with the premixed laminar
flame speed of the unburned stoichiometric mixture, was correlated with Da. The latter was calculated
using a thermal diffusive model and velocity measurements. The nondimensional velocity reached a value
of 2.6 at large Da, in good agreement with the estimated square root of the ratio of the unburned gas
density to the burned gas density, as suggested by scaling considerations.

Introduction

Edge flames are ubiquitous in extinction and ig-
nition processes, near the interface of oxidizer and
fuel streams, or under partially premixed conditions.
For example, they intervene in the stabilization of
lifted non-premixed jet flames [1]. They are also
relevant to regimes of turbulent combustion under
large strain, when extinction holes develop in the
flame, followed by reignition under rapidly fluctu-
ating flow conditions [2]. In the ignition mode, an
edge flame consists typically of a diffusion flame con-
nected at a triple point to two premixed flames, one
lean on one side, and one rich on the other. Such
flames are referred to as triple flames and are char-
acterized by positive laminar flame speeds, that is,
they propagate toward the unburned mixture. In the
extinction mode, the edge flames present a simple
edge without any tribrachial nature, that recedes
away from the unburned mixture with negative
flame speed [3].

Triple flames were observed for the first time by
Phillips [4] in 1965 in an experimental study in an
unstrained horizontal mixing layer. Propagation
speeds were also measured using particle tracking
and flow visualization. The problem was dormant
until it was addressed theoretically using large acti-
vation energy asymptotics [5]. After another long hi-
atus, this analytical approach was extended to in-
clude upstream heat conduction [6]. The issue has

since remained an object of study at all levels—ex-
perimental, theoretical, and computational—and
has been revisited more frequently in the past few
years [7–15].

With this relatively long but spotty history, it is
perhaps not too surprising that only two sets of mea-
surements of triple flame propagation speed have
been reported to date, in addition to Ref. [4]. The
original experiments in Ref. [4] were revealing since
they showed that the velocity at the triple point was
close to the ordinary laminar flame speed of a stoi-
chiometric mixture, and this value was a factor of
two or more smaller than the velocity further up-
stream because of flow divergence. As a result, a
triple flame has intrinsic stabilization properties,
since it appears to propagate at a speed substantially
higher than the ordinary laminar flame speed with
respect to the unburned mixture far upstream. This
fluid dynamic explanation was clarified in Ref. [7].
Ref. [3] is mostly significant for its modeling contri-
bution and essentially repeated the same type of ex-
periments of Ref. [4], albeit in a vertical configura-
tion. Ref. [15] provided an extensive database of
triple flame propagation in the stabilization of axi-
symmetric jet diffusion flames and correlated the re-
sults with curvature, mixture fraction gradient, and
stretch. A recent numerical study confirmed that all
these effects as well as preferential diffusion play a
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role, but flow divergence is the dominant cause for
the increase of propagation speed [13].

None of these studies has examined edge flame
propagation phenomena as they develop in a mul-
tiply connected turbulent flame. Counterflow diffu-
sion flames may provide a simpler environment con-
ceptually linked to turbulent diffusion flames via the
flamelet approach. In this article, we first develop a
theoretical model for the establishment of edge
flames in this configuration, using the thermal–dif-
fusive approximation. Next, we perform experiments
revealing the entire phenomenology of edge flames
naturally, that is, without the need for contrived ge-
ometries or peculiar arrangements and composition
of the feed streams. Lastly, results for steady triple
flames and for propagating ones, including detailed
measurements of propagation velocity by laser
Doppler velocimetry (LDV), are correlated with the
relevant Damköhler number.

Theoretical Framework

If the overall chemical reaction is strongly sensi-
tive to the temperature, two reaction regimes are
possible in the mixing layer between two counter-
flowing jets of fuel and oxidizer. In the nearly frozen
regime, mixing occurs without significant effect of
the chemical reaction; in the fast burning regime the
reaction is diffusion controlled, and the temperature
and concentration fields can be described using the
Burke–Schumann approximation of infinite chemi-
cal reaction rate. The transition between the two re-
gimes of burning is abrupt. Extinction occurs when,
with increasing strain rates, the mass burning rate of
fuel per unit flame surface increases above a critical
value. The process can be characterized in terms of
a Damköhler number (Da) that must become
smaller than a critical value Daext for extinction to
occur [16]. Ignition occurs if a flame front is created
by a localized external energy input in the chemically
frozen mixing layer. This front ultimately propagates
as an edge flame along the mixing layer.

The Damköhler number is one of the parameters
determining the edge flame velocity UEF relative to
the frozen mixture. Other parameters include: the
ratio of the unburned density to the burned value of
the stoichiometric mixture, qub/qb [7]; the value of
the mixture fraction at stoichiometric, Zs; and the
Lewis number of the fuel, LeF [12]. The front ve-
locity was found to be positive only for values of the
Damköhler number larger than the critical Dam-
köhler number for extinction of the diffusion flame.

The Damköhler number Da � 1/vstL is based on
the scalar dissipation at the stoichiometric surface vs
and on a characteristic chemical time tL. The scalar
dissipation is the inverse of the char-2v � D |�Z|s T s
acteristic mixing time and is determined by the prod-
uct of the thermal diffusivity and the square of the

mixture fraction gradient, evaluated at the stoichio-
metric surface. The inverse of the mixture fraction
gradient |�Z|s is a measure of the thickness of the
mixing layer dm. This thickness, for two counterflow-
ing jets of characteristic radius RO and velocity VO,
is of the order . Thus,d � D R /V v ��m T O O s

. If the Reynolds number based on RO and VO
2D /dT m

is large compared with unity and if the flow is lam-
inar, dm/RO K 1.

The analysis will show that the thickness of the
mixing layer grows, and the scalar dissipation de-
creases, with increasing values of r/RO. The mini-
mum value dO of dm in the mixing layer, and there-
fore the peak value of vs, will be found at the center
region of the mixing layer, for r/RO K 1. In this
region, the radial velocity gradient due/dr is constant
and equal to one half of the axial velocity gradient,
or strain rate, A.

The evolution of the radial velocity components at
the edge of the mixing layer, ue, with r/RO, will de-
termine the radial evolution of the stoichiometric
scalar dissipation or, equivalently, of the thickness dm
of the mixing layer. Although variable density effects,
arising mainly from the heat release associated with
the diffusion flame, will slightly modify the conclu-
sions, we shall use in the following the thermal dif-
fusive model of constant density and transport prop-
erties for simplicity. If the two jets have the same
density, ue is the same on both sides of the mixing
layer.

With the above scaling premises, we shall now
consider the structure of the mixing layer imposed
by the velocity field

1 d
u � u (r), m � �y (ru ) (1)e e

r dr

ue(r) � VOũ(r/RO) should be obtained either ex-
perimentally (see Fig. 4 below) or by means of the
inviscid analysis of the external constant density
flowfield. In the Burke–Schumann limit of infinite
reaction rates and for equal and constant diffusivities
of mass and heat DT, the fuel and oxygen mass frac-
tions YF and YO and the temperature T can be ex-
pressed in terms of the mixture fraction Z. The latter
is defined as

sY � Y � YF O O,O
Z � (2)

sY � YF,F O,O

in terms of s, the oxygen mass consumed per unit
mass of fuel, and the feed stream values of the fuel
and oxygen mass fractions. The mass fraction Z sat-
isfies, for all values of the Damköhler number, the
conservation equation

2�Z �Z � Z
u � m � D (3)e T 2�r �y �y

where ue and v are given by equation 1 and z is the
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axial coordinate. Equation 3 is subject to the bound-
ary conditions

Z � 0 at y → �, Z � 1 at y → �� (4)

The constant density approximation permits a self-
similar solution of the form

Z � Z(g) with g � y/d (r) (5)m

for general forms of the velocity field ue(r) imposed
to the mixing layer. Equation 3 is satisfied if dm(r)
and Z(g) are chosen so as to satisfy the equations

1 dd 1 dum e2(d /D ) u � � 1 (6)m T e� �d dr r drm

gZ � Z � 0 (7)g gg

The solution of equation 7, with the boundary con-
ditions Z (�) � 0, Z (��) � 1 from equation 4, is
the usual [16]

1
Z � erfc(g/ 2) (8)�2

Thus, the mixture fraction distribution depends on
r through the local value dm(r) of the thickness of
the mixing layer. The latter is the solution of equa-
tion 6 with the symmetry condition ddm/dr � 0 at r
� 0, associated with the form of the radial velocity
for r/R0 K 1, ue � Ar/2. Equation 6 can be rewrit-
ten in the form

2d dm 2 2 2r u � 2r u (9)e e� �dr DT

that can be integrated to give

r
2 2 2 �1 2d /D � (r u ) 2r� u (r�)dr� (10)m T e e�0

For

r/R K 1, d � d � D /A�O m O T

and the characteristic diffusion time is con-2d /Dm T
stant at 1/A. For r/Ro k 1 when ue → Vo,

1/22 R rO
d � D (11)m T� �3 V RO O

while the characteristic diffusion time will exhibit a
linear growth as /DT � 2r/3U. The growth would2dm
be even more rapid if, because of viscous effects in
the flow external to the mixing layer, ue were to de-
crease below Vo.

With Z(g) given by equation 8, the flame surface
lies at g � gs where

YF,F
Z � Z � 1 1 � sS 	� �YO,O

is given by

1
Z � erfc(g / 2)�s s2

The non-dimensional mixture fraction gradient at Z
� Zs is

�1/2 2(Z ) � (2p) exp(�g /2) (12)g s s

and can be used to calculate the value vs of the scalar
dissipation at the stoichiometric surface,

2 2v � D |�Z| � ṽ (D /d ) (13)s T s s T m

where
2 2ṽ � (Z ) � (1/2p) exp(�g )s g s s

is the non-dimensional scalar dissipation rate that
does not vary along the flame surface. On the other
hand, according to equation 10, vs decreases with r/
Ro from its maximum value at the stagnationAṽs
region.

Thus, the local value of the Damköhler number,
1/vstL � is seen to grow with r/Ro from2d /D ṽt ,m T L
its minimum value at the stagnation point.1/Aṽ ts L
With increasing values of the strain rate A, the flame
will extinguish first in the stagnation region, creating
an extinction front that will propagate out radially
(see Fig. 1a). However, the front, with the decreas-
ing scalar dissipation with r and consequent increase
of the Da, may become an ignition front. The front
velocity would now be inward, toward the unburned
mixture, and may be overcome by the outward radial
flow (Fig. 1b). As a result, the edge flame will still
move outward in the laboratory reference frame. Fi-
nally, at a particular radial location, the edge flame
inward propagation velocity may balance the radial
flow velocity ue, resulting in a stable standing edge
flame, which, if Da is large enough, will appear as a
triple flame. In the remainder of this article, we will
show evidence of this process. Once a hole has been
created in the stagnation region, the flow in the dif-
fusion flame and the concentration distributions are
described by the frozen distributions [16]. Thus,
flow and concentration fields that the triple flame
encounters can be easily described.

Experimental Setup

An axisymmetric counterflow diffusion flame was
established in the vertical burner shown in Fig. 2,
with the O2 and N2 being fed from the top and CH4
and N2 from the bottom. Both sides of the burner
terminated in a contraction contoured to optimize
the uniformity of the axial velocity in the radial di-
rection. The exit diameter of the two nozzles was
12.5 mm, and the separation distance between them
was kept constant at 13 mm. Both standing and
propagating edge flames were examined, the latter
produced by subjecting the flame to a periodic ve-
locity pulse generated by a loudspeaker coupled with
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Fig. 1. Sketch of typical edge flame configurations: (a)
Propagating flame in extinction mode: (b) Propagating
flame in ignition mode: (c) Standing triple flame. Also
shown are the velocity vectors of: u, the radial convective
flow; UEF, the edge flame propagation velocity with respect
to the unburned mixture; and ULF, the velocity with respect
to the laboratory reference frame.

Fig. 2. Burner configuration.

the top burner. The function input to the loud-
speaker was designed in such a way to avoid any
suction or any other perturbation of the front prop-
agation velocity.

To monitor the edge flame, formaldehyde
(HCHO) planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF)
was used as a complementary marker of the flame.
In fact, calculations under steady-state conditions,
using a numerical code with detailed kinetics and
transport, indicated that the peak of heat release cor-
responds to the location where the formaldehyde
concentration precipitously drops [17]. This ap-
proach proved much easier to implement than other
techniques [18]. Consequently, the third harmonic
of a Nd:YAG laser, 355 nm and 120 mJ/pulse of en-
ergy, was used to excite the tail of the transition140
in the Ã1A2 ← X̃1A1 band of HCHO, as in Ref. [19].
The resulting signal was detected using a gated sin-
gle-stage image intensifier coupled to a CCD (Santa
Barbara Instrument Group ST6B). A narrow inter-
ference filter at 415 nm with a full width at half max-
imum of 10 nm was used to reject flame lumines-
cence and other interferences. Because of low
signal-to-noise ratio, the fluorescence signal had to
be averaged over 10 shots. Propagating edge flames
could be visualized at each time of their evolution
by synchronizing the CCD camera and the laser with
the function generator feeding the loudspeaker, us-
ing a variable time delay.

Formaldehyde PLIF was complemented by LDV
velocimetry to measure the radial velocity compo-
nent in the vicinity of the triple flame and at the edge
of the mixing layer. Al2O3 particles with a nominal
diameter of 1.5 lm were used for that purpose. The
95% confidence interval for the velocity measure-
ments was estimated at �0.02 of the mean. It was
computed with a conservative assumption of 1% bias
error (based on manufacturer specifications) and a
precision limit of the mean of 1.5%.

Experiments were conducted under various con-
ditions spanning a range of strain rates from 80 s�1

to 300 s�1 for flames with different compositions,
resulting in a range of the stoichiometric mixture
fraction, Zs, between 0.52 and 0.83. In a typical ex-
periment, a methane counterflow diffusion flame
was established, and a local extinction near the flame
centerline was induced. The extinction front prop-
agated quickly outwardly in the radial direction,
thereby creating a hole in the flame, similarly to Ref.
[20]. As the boundary of the two impinging jets was
approached, the relevant Damköhler number in-
creased and the edge flame changed nature, turning
into an ignition edge flame that eventually stabilized
at a finite radius away from the centerline.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3a shows a picture of a standing triple
flame obtained by a combination of HCHO PLIF
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Fig. 3. (a) Standing triple flame image from HCHO
PLIF (red-yellow-green) superimposed with flame chemi-
luminescence (light blue): (b) Propagating edge flame im-
age from HCHO PLIF.

Fig. 4. Non-dimensional radial velocity (left ordinate)
and Damköhler number (right ordinate) as a function of
the non-dimensional radial coordinate.

and natural flame chemiluminescence. Such a flame
corresponds to the sketch in Fig. 1c. The formal-
dehyde layer was visualized in false color and aver-
aged over 10 shots. The intensity is highest (red) at
the edge of the triple flame near the triple point, a
lean side is present at the top of the image, and a
more pronounced rich wing, imbedded into a lower
concentration layer (green), is present at the bottom.
This picture is consistent with the concentration pro-
files of Ref. [10]. The flame chemiluminescence is
superimposed on the formaldehyde image and
shows the position of the diffusion flame, appearing

as an approximately horizontal light blue band. At
the left of the triple flame, the chemiluminescence
band is an artifact of the three-dimensionality of the
flame since the flame emission is integrated over the
optical path seen by the camera. Notice that the only
formaldehyde on the fuel side is that associated with
the premixed flame branch. As shown by additional
probing at larger radial positions, formaldehyde fluo-
rescence does reappear on the fuel side of the dif-
fusion flame farther out, when methane resumes its
primary reactant role in the diffusion flame. On the
other hand, methane does not reach the trailing dif-
fusion flame in the immediate vicinity of the triple
flame, because of the divergence of the streamlines
around the rich whisker at the triple point. The trail-
ing diffusion flame is, in fact, the result of CO and
H2 oxidation [9].

Figure 3b shows a single shot HCHO PLIF image
of a propagating edge flame corresponding to the
sketch in Fig. 1b. The tribrachial nature is no longer
present, possibly because the premixed flame whisk-
ers have merged with the diffusion flame because of
the relatively large local strain rate. The flame ex-
hibits a bulge on the oxidizer side. Fig. 3b is the case
in which the ignition edge flame front is swept away
from the incoming convective stream. We were un-
able to capture the third case, the extinction edge
flame (Fig. 1a), probably because the transition to
an ignition edge flame occurred much too rapidly.

To assess the edge flame propagation velocity, we
can revisit Fig. 1. The edge flame velocity with re-
spect to the laboratory reference frame ULF is the
result of the competition between the convective ve-
locity toward the front, that, in the present case, co-
incides with the radial component of the gaseous
velocity u(r) and the edge flame front velocity UEF,
measured with respect to the unburned mixture and
defined positive if toward that mixture (ignition
front). Thus, ULF � u � UEF. For standing triple
flames, ULF � 0; hence, the radial velocity at the
edge of the flame provides a direct measure of UEF.
In the case of propagating fronts, these velocity mea-
surements must be complemented by a measure-
ment of ULF using formaldehyde visualizations to
keep track of the edge flame position in time. In
particular, in this second set of experiments, the
flame was extinguished by a small velocity increment
imposed by the loudspeaker to a flame on the brink
of extinction. The perturbation was less than 10% of
the initial velocity.

Figure 4 shows the radial velocity profile (left or-
dinate) u as measured along the radial direction in
the mixing layer for standing triple flames. Left or-
dinate and abscissa are non-dimensionalized with re-
spect to the axial velocity at the centerline at the
outlet of the nozzle and the nozzle radius, respec-
tively. As discussed before, for r/R0 � 1, where the
usual one-dimensional approximation and self-simi-
larity apply, the profile is linear. For r/R � 1, the
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Fig. 5. Propagation velocity of the edge flame, non-di-
mensionalized with respect to the laminar flame speed, ver-
sus Damköhler number.

one-dimensional assumption does not hold, and the
thickness of the mixing layer is not constant but de-
pends on the radial position. In this region, a stable
triple flame can be stabilized. In this particular case,
the standing triple flame was positioned at r/Ro �
1.56, and the nondimensional velocity measurement
at that location is a direct measure of UEF. There is
an error related to the precise determination of the
upstream location where the measurements ought
to be performed. It should be at the onset of the
diverging streamline effect that is primarily respon-
sible for the relative increase of triple flame propa-
gation as compared to the ordinary laminar flame
speed. Such a point is difficult to determine pre-
cisely, especially in a nonuniform flowfield as the
present one. Nevertheless, the local gradients are
sufficiently small to introduce an error in the mea-
surements of UF on the order of only 10%. As a
result, the measurements have good repeatability, as
Fig. 5 shows.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the local Damköhler num-
ber (right ordinate) as a function of the radial posi-
tion, calculated from Da � 1/vstL using equation 10.
To estimate this quantity, the chemical time was
evaluated using a premixed flame analogy. Namely,
the chemical time can be conveniently interpreted
as tL � DT/ , that is, the residence time in the2UL
preheated layer of a planar stoichiometric premixed
flame of velocity UL. In so doing, the uncertainty
associated with the particular choice of chemical ki-
netics rate constant is removed, and this character-
istic time is related to a well-defined observable. The
premixed flame velocity was calculated using a one-
dimensional code with detailed transport properties
and chemistry [21]. The thickness of the mixing layer
was calculated from the integration of the radial ve-
locity measurements at the edge of the mixing layer,
and the thermal diffusivity DT � k/(qcp) was com-
puted calculating the thermal conductivity, k, the
heat capacity cp, and the density q of the relevant

cold mixture of CH4/O2/N2 in stoichiometric pro-
portions [22]. As anticipated in the theoretical sec-
tion, Fig. 4 shows a constant Damköhler number as
a function of the radial coordinate, where one-di-
mensionality and self-similarity apply. On the other
hand, in the outer region this variable increases, as
a result of the increase in mixing layer thickness.

The measurements of Fig. 4 can be repeated for
different flow conditions, yielding different positions
of the standing triple flame or different propagating
edge flames. Using the procedure outlined for Fig.
4, the Da at the position of the edge flame was cal-
culated. As a result, a correlation of edge flame ve-
locity and Da was developed. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 5, where the edge flame velocity,
non-dimensionalized with respect to the premixed
flame velocity for stoichiometric composition, is
plotted versus the local Damköhler number. Circles
represent standing triple flames (Figs. 1c and 3a),
and squares are for propagating edge flames (Figs.
1b and 3b). For the latter, the front velocity was the
average of the velocity calculated from the displace-
ment of 20 images at three different positions. The
radial velocity profile was measured for the same
case for the steady cold flow, once the hole had al-
ready been established. Since both front velocity and
radial velocity of the flow depend on the radial po-
sition, the velocity of the edge flame was based on
the average value of two positions of the propagating
edge flame. This measurement, inaccurate as it may
be, is still useful for a qualitative understanding of
edge flame dynamics. The dependence of the non-
dimensional edge flame velocity on the Da is mon-
otonically increasing and reaches a value of approx-
imately 2.60. This value should be of the same order
as the square root of the density ratio between the
unburned mixture and burned gas [7]. A tempera-
ture measurement of the trailing diffusion flame by
thin filament pyrometry, using a 15 lm SiC wire to
minimize the perturbation of the flame, yielded a
peak measurement of 1980 K. Ratioing this value to
that of the cold gas and taking the square root, ne-
glecting molecular weight effects, we obtained a
value of 2.57, in excellent agreement with the data
in Fig. 5.

To understand why standing triple flames are pos-
sible, we can replot such a velocity as a function of
the radial coordinate. The non-dimensional front
propagation velocity results are shown in Fig. 6 to-
gether with the same radial velocity profile of Fig. 4
for a particular flame. The two curves intersect at
two points, A and B, that are both equilibrium points
in the mixing layer. From a simple stability analysis,
it is apparent that A is unstable and B is stable. As a
result, a standing edge flame is stabilized at the out-
ermost location. This stability condition was checked
experimentally as follows. A cold mixing layer was
ignited by a laser spark generated using the second
harmonic of the Nd:YAG at 532, focused with a
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Fig. 6. Non-dimensional radial velocity and edge flame
propagation velocity versus radial coordinate. Of the two
intersection points, one is unstable (A) and the other is
stable (B).

spherical lens (f � 12.5 cm). Two modes of ignition
were observed: an annular edge flame was gener-
ated, if the spark was localized somewhere between
0.8 � r/R � 2; and a full diffusion flame (no hole)
was stabilized, if the ignition source was localized
between the origin and r/R � 0.8. The boundary
between these two ranges, at r/R � 0.8, is within
half a millimeter from the location of the unstable
point in the mixing layer, the differences being at-
tributable to finite spark dimensions.

Conclusions

Experiments in counterflow diffusion flames
showed that the entire phenomenology of edge
flames (extinction fronts, ignition fronts, tribrachial
structures) can be captured, thereby mimicking the
phenomenology of multiply connected turbulent
flames. HCHO PLIF images of the edge flames
showed tribrachial structures for standing triple
flames at large Da and simple edge flames at mod-
erate Da. The propagation velocity of the edge
flames in the ignition mode was measured using a
combination of LDV techniques and HCHO PLIF.
The measurements were correlated with the Dam-
köhler number using a thermal diffusive model.
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COMMENTS

John Dold, UMIST, UK. When the Damköhler number
is reduced sufficiently the speed of propagation of the
flame edge becomes negative, or a front of quenching ad-
vances against the flow. Could you use your experiment to
measure negative speeds of a flame edge?

Author’s Reply. In this set of experiments we were not
able to measure the propagation velocity of extinction
fronts. The difficulty of this measurement stems from the
rapid transition of these fronts to ignition fronts. Some
careful redesigning of the experimental apparatus may be
used in the future to circumvent this problem.

●

Paul Papas, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Swit-

zerland. In our earlier work [1], we also reported the tran-
sition of a disk-shaped diffusion flame, after extinction, to
an annular-shaped edge flame, and the possible formation
of an annular-shaped edge flame upon ignition. In our
methane-air experiments, the extinguishment of the disk-
shaped diffusion flame (located on the air-side of the stag-
nation plane for this case), resulted in an annular-shaped
edge flame whose anchoring position shifted to the stag-
nation plane. Could you please comment on the location
of the diffusion flame with respect to the stagnation plane
(prior to transition to an annular-shaped edge flame struc-
ture) for the mixture conditions of your methane/N2/O2

experiments? Also, using two-dimensional counterflow di-
rect numerical simulations in our study, we briefly exam-
ined the influence of the overall stoichiometry on the an-
nullar-shaped edge flame structure, the resulting edge
flame shape orientation, and the existence (or not) of a
diffusion flame “tail” of a tribrachial flame. Did you ex-
amine the influence of stoichiometry or mixtures strength
experimentally?
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Author’s Reply. In the experimental results presented in
this work both the stoichiometry and the strain rate were
changed simultaneously to investigate the effect of Da-
mköhler number on the propagation. In particular, the mix-
ture fraction at the stoichiometric surface, Zs, was brack-
eted between 0.52 and 0.83. Thus, the flame was located
always on the fuel side with respect to the gas stagnation
plane.

●

Amable Liñán, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid,

Spain. Just a comment on the variety in the structure and
velocity of edge and triple flames. These depend on many
parameters, such as the Lewis number of the reactants, the
ratio of flame to ambient temperature, the stoichiometric
mixture fraction, and the Damköhler number, or the
square of the ratio of mixing layer thickness to flame thick-
ness. Although significant work has been carried out,
mainly theoretically due to the significant dependence on
so many parameters, a lot remains to be done on this prob-
lem, which would be of much importance to understand
the structure of lifted diffusion flames and on ignition in
unpremixed systems, in laminar or turbulent flows.

Author’s Reply. The comment requires no reply.


